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I. Policy Purpose
Included in this policy are general regulations for use of Wilder and Student Union spaces (Wilder and Hales Annex). This is to ensure there is no damage to school property and that all rules are followed.

II. Policy Statement
The Wilder Student Union adheres to all rules and regulations as delineated in the current version of the Student Handbook. All Student Union employees are required to enforce these rules and regulations as part of their daily assigned duties. Among others, the Union strictly prohibits the following:

III. Policy Scope/Eligibility:
Policy applies to all administrators, staff, faculty, organizations, students and visitors.

IV. Administration:
Tina Zwegat - Director of Student Activities & Orientation, Associate Director of the Student Union & Building Manager

V. Procedures:

I.
A. The realignment of Wilder Lobby furniture.
B. The movement of porch furniture off the porch.
C. The painting of cloth banners either in Wilder or on the porch.
D. Animals on the premises (exception: seeing eye dogs).
E. Rollerblading, Roller-skating, Skateboarding and bicycles within the Union.
F. Opened alcohol containers outside the confines of the Dionysus Club (this includes all student organization offices). Special permission for alcohol use must be approved in advance through Wilder 111.

G. Any alcoholic beverage in the Dionysus OTHER than products sold by the Club.

H. Alcohol of any kind on the porch.

I. Smoking (see smoking policy)

J. Candles (except with Union permission), pyrotechnics, fireworks, etc. in and around Wilder.

K. Bonfires in the Wilder Bowl.

L. Fires in the Wilder lounge fireplaces

M. The dismantling of Student Union furniture.
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